Supervising a Sound Scouts Test
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Turn the volume up to
maximum

To begin go to 'New Session' and
follow the prompts. Read and follow
all instructions carefully.

Before starting each test turn the
volume up to maximum or to the
highest comfortable listening
level.
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Tell the child they will need
to listen carefully for sounds
Avoid telling them they are doing
a test as this makes some children
anxious which can impact their
results. You can demonstrate the
test activities using 'Trial Run.'
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Start a new session

Ask the child to select the five
words they know best
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When selecting the words for the
first section of the test we
recommend that the child says
each word out loud and then
chooses the five items they are
most familiar with.
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Carefully enter information
Enter a player ID and email
address. For school screening it's
a good idea to use a designated
teacher's email address so all
results are in the same place.

Complete the short set up
activity
Supervising adults must
complete a short 1 minute
activity at the beginning of the
test. Ask the child to quietly
watch you complete this activity.
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Place the headphones
on the child
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After the set up activity is
complete, place the headphones
on the child being tested. Make
sure the headphones are sitting
correctly on or over the ears.
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Watch for excessive
tapping
During the test the adult should
watch carefully to ensure the child
doesn't tap repeatedly when no
sounds are being played. If this
happens explain that they should
only tap the screen when they hear
a sound.

If a big disruption
occurs, restart the test
If anything happens during the
test that may impact results (eg.
persistent loud noise for more
than a minute) stop the test and
start again.
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If the child is not interacting
you can intervene
In this case, ask the child what they
hear and tap or slide the matching
object for them. Demonstrating once
or twice is usually enough. If further
assistance is required you may wish
to provide further explanation to the
child and
then restart the test.

To stop the test early you will
need to close the app
To STOP the test early (if the child
needs to start again) you will need
to close the App using the method
appropriate to the device (i.e. Apple
vs Android). Typically you swipe
up to close the App.
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After the Test
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Results are delivered
immediately
You can view the results on the
device and they will also be
automatically emailed to the
address entered at the
beginning.
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Wipe down screens and headsets
and replace headphone protectors if
applicable.

Stored results can be accessed
through 'Past Sessions'
To retrieve a session go to 'Past
Sessions,' select the session and if
a connection is available the
results will be processed.
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Clean the device and
headphones

Results won't be registered if the
test session was incomplete
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A test session is not used or
registered until the test is complete.
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If you don't receive results...
If the device is not connected to
a wifi network the test data will
be stored and can be processed
when a connection becomes
available. You will not receive
results until you connect to wifi.

Read the report carefully and
follow the next steps
We suggest following the
recommended actions in the report. If
a child fails the first test we
recommend a re-test within the week
to confirm results and next steps.

